
Level Standards, Numbers of Vocabulary and Grammatical Items 
 

Ⅰ 
 

 

Beginner 

 

To be able to understand basic Japanese to some extent. 

・To know simple expressions concerning ourselves and those to satisfy our concrete requests within 

a very basic range.  

・To be able to read and understand the formulaic phrases, sentences and texts written by hiragana, 

katakana and basic Kanji used in our daily life.                                                                          

・To comprehend the necessary information in the short conversation which slowly progresses in 

such familiar scenes of our daily life as classrooms, and imminent environment.  

Textbook：”Minna no Nihongo I” 

Sentence pattern：79 

Vocabulary：1,060 words 

Level：N5 

Remark：Basically designed for absolute beginners or set at elementary first half.  

Ⅱ 
 

 

Elementary 

 

To be able to understand basic Japanese. 

・To be able to make simple daily expressions concerning ourselves, what is repeated every day, what 

is necessary, and how to make a request including that for information in order to satisfy such 

concrete requests. 

・To be able to read and understand the text which describes the nearest topic in our daily lives 

written by basic vocabulary and Kanji. 

・To be able to understand almost every word in the daily situation when the conversation progresses 

a little slowly.  

Textbook：”Minna no Nihongo II” 

Sentence pattern：73 

Vocabulary：960 words 

Level：N5 - N4 

Remark：In line with ”Minna no Nihongo I,” but it is assumed that students have studied it before.“ 

Ⅲ 
 

 

Intermediate 

 

To be able to understand Japanese to some extent which is used in our daily lives 

・On most occasions, in order to convey what we want to tell it is necessary for us to compromise in 

terms of the content or to search for words, but we have a repertoire of basic words which are 

necessary for us to respond to the foreseeable daily situation. 

・To be able to read and understand the text which describes the concrete contents written about the 

daily topics. 

・To be able to make a summary review of the information from the newspaper headlines, etc. 

Texbooks: “Chuukyuu e Ikou (Getting to the Intermediate Level)” + “Chuukyuu wo Manabou: Chuukyuu Zenki (Let’s Study 

Intermediate Level: Prior Period < Lesson 1 to Lesson 3>)” 

Sentence Pattern：59 “Chuukyuu e Ikou (Getting to the Intermediate Level)” ＋ 20“Chuukyuu wo Manabou: Chuukyuu Zenki 

(Let’s Study Intermediate Level: Prior Period) < Lesson 1 to Lesson 3>” 

Vocabulary：330 words “Chuukyuu e Ikou (Getting to the Intermediate Level)” ＋ 90 words “Chuukyuu wo Manabou: 

Chuukyuu Zenki (Let’s Study Intermediate Level: Prior Period) < Lesson 1 to Lesson 3>”） 

Level：N4 - N3 

Remark：In line with ”Minna no Nihongo I～II,” but it is assumed that students have studied it before.“ 

Ⅳ 
 

 

Advanced 

 

In addition to the understanding of Japanese used in a daily situations, to be 

able to understand Japanese used in a broader situation to some extent.  

・Concerning the text with rather high level of difficulty we see in our daily situation, to be able to 

understand its summary when other alternative expressions are given. 

・To be able to understand almost all the concrete content along with the relationship among the 

characters in the large body of conversation in the daily situation when it progresses at rather 

natural speed. 

Textbooks：“Chuukyuu wo Manabou: Chuukyuu Zenki (Let’s Study Intermediate Level: Prior                                                                                                                         

Period) <Lesson 4 to Lesson 8> ＋ “Chuukyuu wo Manabou: Chuukyuu Chuki (Let’s Study Intermediate Level: 

Middle Period)” <Lesson 1 to Lesson 9> 

Sentence Pattern：56  

Vocabulary：840 words“Chuukyuu wo Manabou: Chuukyuu Zenki (Let’s Study Intermediate Level: Prior Period)” <Lesson 4 

to Lesson 8> ＋ 600 words “Chuukyuu wo Manabou: Chuukyuu Chuuki (Let’s Study Intermediate Level: Middle 

Period)” 

Level：N3 - N2 

Remark：In line with “Chuukyuu wo Manabou: Chuukyuu Zenki (Let’s Study Intermediate Level: Prior Period),”  but it is 

assumed that students have studied it before.   

※Textbooks mentioned above are subject to change depending on the academic year. 


